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Abstract

of
POSSESSORS OR COLLECTORS: MODELS OF AUTHORITY IN
STUDENT WRITING
A Research Story
by

Paul Macias

Statement of Problem:
In spring, 2007, I instructed a section of College Composition in which I found myself
guiding students toward a rhetorical model based in individual authority, despite my
intentions to encourage a more inquiry- or dialogue-based model of authority. This
experience caused in me these beliefs: claim to individual authority can be defined and
found in student writing; student writing that makes claim to individual authority can be
distinguishedfrom student writing that doesn't; and both institutional and instructor
texts, as well as instructor discourse, can be correlated with a student writer's tendency
to persuade by means of individual authority.
Sources of Data:
I collected institutional curriculum and four bodies of research from four different
College Composition classrooms, each of which includes instructor texts (syllabus and
assignment sheet), instructor discourse (oral description of assignment sheet), and
student texts (essays in response to assignment sheet). I analyzed two of these bodies of
research.
Conclusions Reached:
Claim to individual authority can be defined and found in student writing. Student
writing that makes claim to individual authority can be distinguished from student
writing that doesn't. Both institutional and instructor texts, as well as instructor
discourse, can be correlated with a student writer's tendency to persuade by means of
individual authority.
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Chapter 1
HUSBAND, FATHER, SON, AND SO ON ...
All formations are impermanent
they are subject to birth and death

but remove the notions of birth and death
and this silence is called great joy.
A Classic Buddhist Gatha
Form is the woods: the beast ...
Jim Harrison, "Poem"
These poems linger around my left shoulder,just within my peripheral vision as I
type. So far, these are the only poems, or passages of poems, to which I've felt
connected enough, that have seemed important or right enough to pencil onto the newly
textured and painted walls of my office. I built the office using half our garage. I hung a
ceiling and shelving, put in a couch for reading and full-carpet-coverage for warmth.
There's a new air conditioner in the wall and a bulletin board with this week's important
documents. This is generally how I do things. All the way. It's been my primary
technique for proving to first myself, then others, that I'm good enough, that I'm actually
the real thing and not some kind of imitation or failure.
It would be inaccurate, though, and negligent to place all credit for what I
consider to be a deluxe office on my own abilities and tendencies. Privilege and history
heavily figure in. In other words, this is my father's house, and my wife and I rent it for a
song. He'd installed the air conditioner for when he used to build furniture in the garage,
and without his help I wouldn't have been able to hang the ceiling. While I work very
hard at certain things, like constructing the office, for certain reasons like proving myself,
I also consider myself to be very privileged, and this privilege figures heavily into my
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results. This is a beautiful home that my father worked many years to own and
eventually remodel. It's an example of how my family's always helped. We've always
been on the leaner side of middle class, which means that I've had many advantages
throughout my life.
Under the Buddhist and Harrison passages, there's a clipboard hanging from a
brass hook. This is where I write things down while reading or writing. Here are the two
most current entries: I can see what Sire was saying because a certain assessment I use
on my short stories is whether they adequately represent, or fit into, or sound like "the
short story form"; and the second, When you've read something good, beautiful, it's
amazing how quickly sensual appreciation of the writing and it's stirring ofyour own,
inexplicable, soulful, heartfelt desire to write turns into something concrete, palpable: "I
can do that. I should be doing that right now. Why haven't I done this yet?" Richard
Hugo, in his collection ofwritings on poetry, The Triggering Town, cites Auden: "Mr.
Auden believed that the fear offailure is the nemesis ofAmerican writers. We are so
competitive, he says, that we want to destroy all other writers." I'm not always so formal
on this clipboard, citing outside sources, but these are the two most current entries.
Above and to the right of the clipboard, right next to the poems, is a tom out
magazine page my wife gave me, showing and explaining six different "study break"
yoga poses. Next to that, there's an especially appealing painting by my three-year-old
daughter, in which blues and yellows and a central, rich purple have been finger-swept
about the page. Further up the wall, there are portraits my step-father painted, one of my
mother, my step-sister, me, and one of himself. They are oils on canvas, and since I grew
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up hearing so much about John Singer Sargent and Whistler, I would compare the
realistic style of the portraits to theirs. Then there are all my books on a case of shelves
facing me from the opposite wall. It contains titles and names I like to see, such as The
Habit of Being (Flannery O'Connor) and Doctor Sax (Jack Kerouac), Richard Yates and

Truman Capote. My relationship with these books is changing. They used to reflect on
me, somehow; some I'd gotten under my belt, representing accomplishment and high
status, while others had eluded me, representing literary deficiency. I've tended to think
of literature as something decodable, as something that contains an absolute truth just
waiting to be skillfully unveiled and realized. Now, meaning in literature isn't so simple.
Now, meaning in literature is more about sense and feeling. It has many truths, and when
I grasp one, which I can't help to do sometimes, I inevitably abandon the sensual,
collective all.
The first to go up was the line of Harrison's poetry. While I've always
appreciated the rugged, masculine, natural-world qualities of Harrison's fiction, this
poem, well represented by its first line, strikes me as a beautiful and delicate articulation
of artistic experience: while experience is pure, and wild, and natural, like a "woods," it
is always subject to the "beast"-like violence of form. This reading of the poem came to
me during a time when I had begun to understand that the short story was a form, just one
way of representing experience. This was an important realization for me, as I'd been
writing and trying to write my own fiction for more than five years, but detrimentally
inhibited by the sense that I was trying to create something more than just a form-more
than just representation-that it was something bigger, like a manifestation of absolute
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truth, which of course can only look one way. I would've liked to have produced more

during these five years, but as you can see it wasn't in my cards.
The Buddhist poem came to me during a time-fairly recent time-when I had
begun to reconsider authority and truth. I'd begun to see that my wife and I could write
our own story of our own marriage. We could discipline our daughter using a respectful
authority, rather than a dominant one. People aren't as they sometimes seem, including
myself. Out of various discussions, one of which taking place in a graduate course about
Nancy Grimm's book, Good Intentions, Writing Center in Postmodern Times, modem
and postmodern thinking had been put into terms I could finally understand. I could
finally distinguish between the two, and right around this time, as ifby destiny, or at least
coincidence, I picked up the magazine and opened it to this Buddhist poem. The poem
articulated what I'd begun to believe, what I'd begun to see in every area of my life, in
my relationships, my studies, my writing instruction: truth is always changing, which
opens up many doors, doors that hadn't even been there in the first place,just those
installed by notions of strict right and wrong, good and bad, should/shouldn't, and this
fluid notion of truth can be very liberating; there is breath-taking vastness in it. So
maybe it wasn't destiny or coincidence when I discovered this poem. Maybe there's no
such thing.
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Chapter 2
INSTRUCTOR, STUDENT, AND SO ON ...

In spring of 2007, I attended the 14th Annual Northern California Writing Centers
Conference at California State University, Sacramento. Sondra Perl was the keynote
speaker. After Perl told the story of confronting her own holocaust-based prejudices as a
Jewish-American working with writing instructors in Austria, an open discussion began
about the role of politics in the composition classroom. One woman's remark caught my
attention, how she works very hard to make the classroom a safe place in which to have
open political dialogue. I wondered, Is it ever truly safe to have open political dialogue

in a college composition classroom when all the high-stakes writing assignments are for
or-against arguments? How could college composition students be expected to engage in
occasional, diplomatic discussion when their primary rhetorical task is to make claim to
authority with their writing?
My response to the discussion at the Writing Centers Conference didn't come out
of nowhere. It was part of a continuum of experiences and responses I was having
related to authority in student writing. In other words, these questions came out of some
theoretical shifting that began a few months before the conference, in the writing center,
where I was an intern tutor, and the way in which an experience I was having with a
student as a tutor was informing my pedagogy in the College Composition class I was
instructing.
I need to start with the class.
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This was my second semester teaching College Composition, and one of the most
significant changes I made to my curriculum for Spring 07 was the name and rhetorical
structure of the second, larger writing assignment. While I had called it an "Analytical
Story," which asked for a rhetorical analysis of a text, I changed it to "Argumentative
Story" for the spring, a position paper that would synthesize three different outside
sources. More than a month prior to handing out this assignment sheet, though, I had
begun to help an East Indian woman in the writing center prepare for the Writing
Proficiency Exam, a standardized writing assessment which all undergraduate students at
my institution are required to pass. The woman, 1Judy, had decided that the for-or
against argumentative structure was the sure-way to pass the exam. She met with me
every week while she practiced, but I began to worry that her chances of passing the
WPE were actually decreasing. Since Judy adhered to the for-or-against structure so
steadfastly, she began to have a hard time recognizing the analytical thoughts she wanted
to emphasize. Her focus had veered so dramatically to means of persuasion in which her
own, individual authority was most important, she seemed confused about what she
actually knew. The argumentative form of rhetoric, or at least this version of it, suddenly
seemed like a restrictive "mode" (Connors). It seemed too formulaic, too dogmatic, but
most importantly, the student-writer seemed to lose her own sense of emphasis and self
while trying to write it. Suddenly, I did not want to teach an argument in my class, so I
re-wrote the assignment sheet, changing the title of the assignment back to "Analytical
Story."

1

All names in this text are fictional.
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A few weeks later, I began teaching the "Analytical Story," and I noticed some
inconsistencies between what I'd decided based on my experience with Judy, what I'd
written on the "Analytical Story" assignment sheet, and how I was describing this
assignment to the students. For instance, the writing prompt section of the assignment
sheet asked my students for an "analytical discussion on the relationship between
different types of English and identity." My reasoning was, then, that I wanted
to leave the rhetorical structure open to means of persuasion such as inquiry, or dialogue,
but during class I described "analytical discussion" as "making some claim" or "taking
some position." In the section of the assignment sheet displaying the assessment-items, I
italicized, "clear, driving focus," which I often called a thesis statement or position. I
interchanged "support" of ideas with evidence. I realized that, while I had intended to do
just the opposite, I was teaching, and my students were relating to the "Analytical Story"
as an essay that argues a position, or an essay that makes an individual authoritative claim
on the issue of English and identity.
Looking back, since it was just my second semester of teaching, a lot of the
contradictions between my writing prompt and assessment-items, and those between my
assignment sheet and my oral descriptions of the assignment sheet during class, were due
to lack of experience, and that doesn't bother me very much. What did (and still does)
bother me about the contradictions, though, was the automatic, almost instinctual way by
which I began to teach writing that's argumentative, writing that makes claim to
individual authority in order to persuade, and how other possible methods of persuasive
analysis were more-or-less abandoned. While I favored the idea of my students using
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forms of analysis such as inquiry or dialogue, some kind of habit of knowing had caused
me to instruct argument. Some kind of habit of knowing had caused me to rely on

individual authoritative claim as means for persuasion.
It's not surprising, then, that I reacted to the discussion at the writing centers
conference the way I did. While my theoretical orientation had shifted-while I'd
become attracted to means of persuasion that don't necessarily rely on individual
authority-habit, familiarity, even what seemed to be an institutional model based on
individual authority, were holding me back in practice. Naturally, to defend myself from
disappointment with myself, I suspected I wasn't the only College Composition instructor
guilty of inconsistencies, specifically those between a form of analysis intended to be
assigned, and that which actually is assigned.
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Chapter 3
BELIEFS/PERSONAL TRUTHS
During the time surrounding the Writing Centers Conference, in which I began to
consider College Composition classes and teaching philosophies other than my own, as
well as institutional curriculum, I developed some beliefs or personal truths regarding
authority in student writing: claim to individual authority can be defined and found in
student writing; student writing that makes claim to individual authority can be
distinguished from student writing that doesn't; and at the basis of these beliefs, or truths,
was (and is) the belief that both institutional and instructor texts, as well as instructor
discourse, can be correlated with a student writer's tendency to persuade by means of
individual authority. These are the basic beliefs or truths upon which this master's thesis,
or this story, is built.
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Chapter4
ON DEFINING

Recently, I spoke with somebody, whom I work with in a Writing Across the

Curriculum writing center, about my thesis. I told him I was at a point in the writing
process where I was "wrestling" with my terms, especially the term, authority. He
responded, "That's the kind of thing that vaporizes when you try to grab it." I like this
expression. It emphasizes to me that certain words like authority, or justice, and not so
much words like cat, have been used across and posses so many different contexts, that
any attempt to define them is more a matter of defining and explaining the context. For
example, so far the discussion in this essay has been such that neither you nor I have
really needed to "grab" authority. I've been using the fairly generic expression, making
claim to individual authority, and because the writing has been primarily focused on
experience, I think the expression has adequately indicated writing that argues or defends
the writer's position, writing by which the writer is right. Ifl'm going to suggest, though,
ways in which writing that makes claim to individual authority is assigned at both
institutional and instructor levels, and how it's performed by the student writer, my
purpose changes, and so does the context. That is, rather than needing you to see the
perspectives and experiences from which I'm coming as I approach the term, authority, I
need you to see the ways I'm seeing why and how student writers assume it; the context
of the former is the nature of definition, while the context of the latter involves the
definition itself. Therefore, I've put myself in a position where I can't let the term,

!!"!"'"'
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authority, vaporize. I'm right up against it, and I'm proposing to move forward from this
point in manner of utility with it. We're obligated to grab it, now.
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Chapter 5

ON PERSUASION

I'm working from the perspective that all writing is an attempt to persuade. By
persuasion, I mean that all writers have the goal of engaging the reader and bringing them
into the view, or truth represented in their writing. I came to this perspective, however,
by holding a contrary perspective. Consider this declaration of methodology from the
prospectus for this project: "My primary methodology is narrative inquiry, which, as I
treat it, holds the encounter as its most important element, in this case the encounter
between myself-graduate student, instructor, tutor, husband, father, son-and writing
that makes claim to [individual authority]" (Macias). My use of "encounter," here,
involves the notion that writing can be produced purely by collision between writer and
context-that writing can be devoid of persuasive intent. While I agree with myself, still,
on the matter of writing coming out of collision or encounter, I'd neglected the fact that
my encounter (maybe all encounters) had begun so long ago, that there had been many
collisions, many o~which causing belief, or personal truths that I couldn't, suddenly,
detach myself from and forget. Here is another piece from my prospectus, the Results
and Significance section, that suggests writing can be without a persuasive quality:
Mike Rose, who composes narrative style research in the book, The Mind at
Work, begins with this line: "I grew up a witness to the intelligence of the
waitress in motion, the reflective welder, the strategy of the guy on the assembly
line" (xiii). Right away, Rose correlates "intelligence" and the worker, so the
reader knows they can expect a supported and developed version of this claim at
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the end. As for my own narrative style of research-narrative inquiry-with its
emphasis on encounter, I have no idea how it's going to end. Methods will be
applied ... and a very transparent, self-reflective, narrative style will be used to
present the results of the encounter. You may want to read my thesis for the same
reason I'm creating it: to see what happens. (Macias)
I thought I could write this thesis from the point-of-view of a stranger, as if the encounter
between myself and the topic, student writing that makes claim to individual authority,
was pure and without influence of pre-conception. I would simply be a documenter
nothing persuasive about it. Then I realized, given that the encounter isn't pure and
without influence of pre-conception, that I'd proposed to persuade my readers it was. For
instance, at the time my guiding research questions were, approximately: Do institutions
and instructors assign College Composition students to make claim to individual
authority with their writing? If given the choice, do College Composition students rely
on making claim to individual authority with their writing? But I'd already had
experiences that produced personal truths: Yes, instructors and institutions assign, and,

Yes, student writers rely. The only way, then, I was going to succeed in keeping these
personal beliefs or truths out of my defining, coding, and analyzing processes would be,
of course, to use a high degree of representation (i.e. persuasion). My research questions,
therefore, have changed to these: What are some models of authority assumed by student
writers, and why and how do student writers assume these models of authority? Given
the multiple layers of definition implicated in this question, I understand, now, that any
response is laced with persuasion.
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Newspaper writers attempt to persuade us that theirs is an account of real events.
Novelists attempt to persuade us to see their vision of human nature, or beauty. Political
writers attempt to persuade us toward their political truths, and writers in College
Composition (student writers)-writers of academic analysis-attempt to persuade their
audience of their analytic view.
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Chapter 6

SITUATION

If academic analysis is an attempt to persuade the reader to partake in an analytic
view, I've decided, for the purpose ofthis study, or this story, that students make this
attempt by assuming a model of authority. In other words, authority is a rhetorical model
assumed by the writer, but not necessarily a position achieved in the eyes of the reader.
This treatment of authority is different than those conducted, for instance, by composition
scholars who work in terms of academic discourse, those who tend to view authority in
student writing as a matter of successful production of university discourse-authority as
satisfying the academic audience.
David Bartholomae, in his often cited study "Inventing the University," discusses
authority in student writing, but according to his theory, authority is established by
successfully representing, or entering into university discourse. In other words, for
Bartholomae, authority in student writing is a matter of gaining authority with the
academic reader:
The student has to appropriate (or be appropriated by) a specialized discourse, and
he has to do this as though he were easily and comfortably one with his audience,
as though he were a member of the academy or an historian or an anthropologist
or an economist; he has to invent the university by assembling and mimicking its
language ... (624)
To successfully "appropriate (or be appropriated by)" a particular discourse, though,
Bartholomae contends that a student writer must be able to "approximate" the discourse.
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This approximation has two different stages of development, which he calls two ways of
establishing authority: student writers "might establish authority by simply stating his
own presence within the field of a subject"; in other words, these writers "[push] against
a language that would render [them] 'like everyone else'"; and (second stage) student
writers establish authority by "mimicking the rhythm and texture, the 'sound,' of
academic prose, without there being any recognizable interpretive or academic project
under way" (645-46). According to Bartholomae, authority is achieved when the student
can mimic a particular discourse without it being too obvious.
For Bartholomae, authority is something either successfully established or not.
The student writer may successfully position oneself within (appropriate), or discretely
produce (be appropriated by) university discourse, but in either case authority depends on
satisfying the academic reader. For my study, authority is a rhetorical model assumed but
not necessarily established. Although student writers, as Bartholomae well points out,
choose to assume a model of authority based on what works or has worked on the reader,
I'm interested in, and my study focuses on, other reasons (instructor and institutional text,
and instructor discourse) for why and how student writers assume a particular model of
authority.
Discussion of why and how certain models of authority are employed by student
writers is not new in composition studies. Scholarship on rhetoric, for instance, contends
that student writers choose models of authority based on effective patterns, and they
employ or execute this authority through various versions of ethos,pathos and logos, or
argument (Knoblauch and Brannon, Lunsford and Ede). Some feminist scholarship
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attributes choice to dominant (masculine) or marginalized discourses, while employment
or execution either emphasizes a single/dominant or communal/collaborative voice
(Bizzell, Ede, Flynn, Frey, Lamb, Mortensen and Kirsch). Feminist scholarship echoes
postmodern scholarship, which tends to view employment as a matter of highlighting
various perspectives, which, consequently, reveals a varied truth (Brodkey, Giroux,
Grimm, Mortensen and Kirsch, Samuels, Sire, Winterowd). Scholarship that deals in
terms of academic discourse seems to be in two camps on authority: that which relates
choice to "accommodation" of, or "resistance" to, academic discourse (Chase), execution
thus being a matter of either imitating or subverting (Chanock, Chase, Lynch and George
and Cooper); and that which correlates choice with ability to, or success at, imitating and
subverting academic discourse (Bartholomae, Rose, Connors). Expressivist scholarship
suggests that rhetorical authority is secondary to, or an offshoot of, authority generated
through self-discovery (Elbow, Murray). Lastly, scholarship of a social constructivist
nature generally places authority in awareness-student writers' awareness of how their
beliefs and decisions fit into the larger social context.
In many studies on authority, why and how a student writer assumes a particular
model is traced back to the instructor's theoretical orientation; in other words,
composition studies on authority are often theory- and pedagogy-focused and, in my
experience, less-often text-focused. For instance, a feminist study on authority in student
writing might discuss the instructor's relationship with power, how this relationship
influences their rhetorical approach to writing instruction, how this affects student
instructor relations or the power-structure of the classroom, and what the likely effects on
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student texts will be.

This feminist study, though, being theory- and pedagogy-focused,

doesn't address why and how student writers assume a particular model of authority by
analyzing institutional curriculum, the instructor's assignment sheets, or the actual
student texts. The why and how is more a matter of theory, and less a matter of the ways
in which this theory manifests in specific texts. While many studies on authority seem to
be theory- and pedagogy-focused, mine is primarily text-focused. After defining
authority, which is plenty theoretical and thus intertwined with and informed by
scholarship from all the groups mentioned above, I'll apply this definition to institutional,
instructor and student texts, as well as instructor discourse.
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Chapter 7
THE THREE MODELS OF AUTHORITY
For the purpose ofthis study, or this story, I've decided that student writers
assume two of three models of authority when they attempt to persuade their audience of
their analytic view (see graphical representation in figure 1). One of the three models of
authority assumed by student writers is authority of convention, and this is a model used
by all student writers; therefore: authority of convention is an implied model of authority
in the College Composition classroom. Student writers then use one of two remaining
models of authority in their attempt to persuade, authority of context or authority ofself,
these are contingent authorities in the College Composition classroom because the
student writer's assumption of either of them-the central concern of this study-is
contingent on numerous factors; those factors examined in this study will be institutional
and instructor text, as well as instructor discourse.

20

Student Writer: writer of
academic analysis

Authority of Convention:
Always used; an implied
authority

Authority of Context:
Sometimes used; a
contingent authority

Persuasion: student writer
attempts to bring audience
into their analytic view

Figure I: The three models of authority

Authority of Self:
Sometimes used; a
contingent authority
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Chapter 8

AUTHORITY OF CONVENTION (i.e. A CONVERSATION)
Authority of convention, the implied model of authority in College Composition
that all student writers assume, is authority assumed by using the conventions of the
writing situation. The student writer of the research paper, research paper being the
writing situation, often uses a research question or hypothesis, primary and secondary
sources, and a conclusion. Conventions also include more basic things, like the title and
works cited pages, the heading with the instructor's name and date. In the case of the
student writer in College Composition, these conventions are more-or-less required, so
they are implied. Even so, such conventions of the writing situation represent the first
move on the part of the student writer to assume a position of authority and persuade their
audience of their analytical view. By using conventions such as a title page at the
beginning of their paper and a works cited at the end of it, the writer is counting on their
work being at least considered as a research paper, which, I would contend, is authority in
itself-to be accepted as the thing itself is a step toward persuasion. Think about the
amount of authority a newspaper reporter assumes just by having their article appear in a
newspaper with a headline over it.
You might recognize a quality of ethos in authority of convention. As Aristotle
puts it, "The character [ethos] of the speaker is a cause of persuasion when the speech is
so uttered as to make him worthy of belief' (8). Similarly, if the student writer's analysis
is to be considered "worthy of belief," especially in the eye of their instructor, the student
writer must assume the right "character" through conventions~onventions that pose
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them as an academic writer. Aristotle's ethos, however, is a vastly more complicated
idea than authority of convention. In other words, in examining and laying out a system
by which ''to discover the available means of persuasion in a given case" (6}--what he
called the art of rhetoric-Aristotle offers ethos, or character, as one of three "causes" (6)
of persuasion that involves elaborate study of factors such as the character of the
government, and audience, and available topoi, or common grounds upon which
persuasion can be fashioned, etc. If the notion of character, or ethos, were to be applied
to a novelist, the scholar of rhetoric might discuss such things as their use of omniscience
or narrator reliability. In terms of authority of convention, the novelist assumes a degree
of authority simply by using figurative language, or realism, and by having a cover upon
which the word "novel" is written. Despite these differences, there is consensus on the
importance of both ethos and authority of convention. Aristotle asserts that "character
[ethos] is the most potent of all the means to persuasion" (9), and authority of convention,
as I have situated it, is the one of three types of persuasion that is always used by the
student writer in attempt to persuade.
My notion of authority of convention also echoes the notion of accommodation
particularly favored among composition scholars who work in terms of academic
discourse-persuasion primarily by "accommodating" discourse conventions (Chase).
For instance, Geoffrey Chase defines accommodation as "the process by which students
learn to accept conventions without necessarily questioning how those conventions
privilege some forms of knowledge at the expense of others" (14). Dennis A. Lynch,
Diana George and Marilyn M. Cooper, paraphrasing John Gage's distinction between the
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"epistemological bases of the modes of argumentation," write: "In the first case,
unencumbered by any sense of truth or right, one concentrates on learning and employing
those forms that will help one to win or survive"; the authors promptly refer to this model
as "mere formal exercise" (393). Important to the discussion of authority of convention,
then, these scholars would likely contend that the problem with student writers assuming
authority through structural convention is that authority achieved through larger contexts
of rhetoric, what Chase calls "cultural production" ( 13) and what Lynch et al. call "real
knowledge" (390), is subordinated, and I agree.
Computers and writing scholars would have a similar response as the above
mentioned scholars to authority of convention. Geoffrey Sire remarks: "There's
something increasingly untenable about the integrated coherence of college essayist
prose, in which the easy falseness of a unified resolution gets prized over the richer, more
difficult, de facto text the world presents itself as" (123). While Sire argues for
reconsideration of conventional text modalities, here, there is criticism of authority
achieved through conventions of written print mode. In other words, what Sire calls

unified resolution, I contend is largely accomplished through authority of convention. I
would say that authority of convention is complicit with Sire's "easy falseness."
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Chapter 9

AUTHORITY OF CONTEXT (i.e. A CONVERSATION)
As I stated earlier, the student writer only sometimes assumes authority of context
with authority of convention in attempt to persuade. Their assumption of this contingent
model of authority could depend on a lot of things: personal choice, concept of academic
discourse, the writing assignment or instructor curriculum, and institutional curriculum,
to name a few (this is the "why" I'll primarily study in the second-half of this essay).
The best way to understand authority of context is to think about how the writer
represents oneself and their text. When a student writer assumes authority of context,
they represent oneself as the collector of, their text as a collection site for, the various
contexts of an issue; consequently, student writers who assume authority of context
usually try to persuade their audience to partake in a contextual, varied truth.
For an applied definition of authority of context, consider this introductory
paragraph written by a student in a Basic Writing course I instructed:
The Purpose of a College Education
All of my life I have heard endless lectures about the importance of obtaining a college
education, and how it will get me ahead in life. Now that I am actually attending college its
purpose for me is completely unclear, and those "endless lectures" hold no value or input in
determining its purpose for me. Maybe its purpose is unclear because I am a only a freshman
beginning my college journey, and right now I am just concentrating on making it through my
first semester, while adapting to the transition from high school to college. It is frustrating to
know that I do not know what my purpose for obtaining a college education is. Isn't that the point
of college? To help an individual figure out their purpose for what they want to do? (e.g. selecting
a major, points of interest, etc.) Recently I read two articles, "Pedagogy of the Oppressed" by
Paulo Freire and "Achievement of Desire" by Richard Rodriguez and in both of these articles I
found similarities and differences in their beliefs and some ·relations to my own beliefs and values.
The purpose ofa college education varies upon the individual. Whether it be stepping out of your
"comfort zone" into a new environment, finding a new major, or simply for self discovery, the
purpose of a college education varies upon the individual.
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Answering the question in the writing prompt, What is the purpose of a college
education?, the writer, Jenae, seems to want to discuss the nature of the question more
than she wants to answer it. In other words, Jenae does not see herself or her essay as

possessing the definitive answer to the question; truth with regard to the purpose of a
college education does not lay in a single, isolated place. As she puts it, the answer lays
in the "individual," and I think it's safe to assume that she means many individuals, only
a few of which she'll be able to discuss. Jenae seems to see herself as a kind of collector,
her essay a collection site, for various perspectives and truths surrounding the issue, the
purpose of a college education. Along with authority of convention (the title, the
inclusion of the texts we studied to scaffold the assignment, her answering of the
question), Jenae assumes authority of context in her attempt to persuade by placing truth
in the contextual or varied nature of the issue.
Another way of describing authority of context is to use the term "dialogic
authority" (322), which I discovered in Peter Mortensen and Gesa E. Kirsch's, "On
Authority in the Study of Writing." Dialogic authority, which Mortensen and Kirsch
discuss as an alternative model to "autonomous authority" (which I'll engage with in the
next chapter) is "a model [of authority] based on dialogue, connectedness, and contextual
rules" (322). In terms of using this to help define authority of context, Jenae, rather than
placing truth in a fixed, autonomous state, treats truth as a dialogue that connects the
individual and context: the purpose of a college education "varies [or depends] on the
individual." Truth, in terms of the purpose of a college education, is a varying and
changing thing. With the writer viewing oneself as a collector of and their text a
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collection site for the various contexts of an issue, dialogic authority, with its emphasis
on dialogue and connectedness, describes authority of context well. But this is me using
the term to my advantage and not necessarily accurately. Mortensen and Kirsch posit
their theory of dialogic authority in correspondence with feminist ethics: an "ethic of
care" (322). I think it's apt to understand Mortensen and Kirsch's feminist perspective as
a means of exploring authority of context.
Dialogic authority, as I've used it, is something that can be produced or assumed
by the writer. As I've said before, a writer assumes (not to be confused with achieves)
authority of context by placing truth in the contextual or varied nature of the issue.
Mortensen and Kirsch would say that I'm making authority a matter of writing
"technique", which I am (327). For Mortensen and Kirsch, though, dialogic authority is a
model that "addresses ... the asymmetrical power relations that situate participants in
institutional cultures such as the academy" (322), so it's not something the writer
produces or assumes as much as it is something the writer engages in or becomes part of.
As Linda Brodkey puts it, "Think of writing as a social practice and its study becomes an
inquiry into the circumstances under which people read and write" (3). In order to truly
engage in or become part of dialogic authority, though, the writer, according to
Mortensen and Kirsch, must practice an "ethic of care" (322}--care for "relations
between people" and "community" (330). In viewing authority as something the writer
assumes and produces, authority becomes "objectified," fixed" and "autonomous," and
this, Mortensen and Kirsch contend, has led to "monologic," or masculine /dominant
models of authority in writing (322). If the writer practices an ethic of care, though, their
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intention has more to do with "dialogue [and] connectedness" (322), and not dominance.
Mortensen and Kirsch relate it to student writing this way:
Avoiding autonomous authority in academic argumentation would require, among
other things, that writers take care to declare their interests in sources of authority
relevant to their arguments. Such a move would permit readers to understand
writerly authority as necessarily conflicted, subject to change given the variety of
audiences within the discursive world of the acadeiny. (334)
I think this describes Jenae's introductory paragraph well. For instance, when she says,
"Now that I am actually attending college its purpose for me is completely unclear," she
is demonstrating "conflict." When she writes, "Recently I read two articles, 'Pedagogy
of the Oppressed' by Paulo Freire and 'Achievement of Desire' by Richard Rodriguez
and in both of these articles I found similarities and differences in their beliefs and some
relations to my own beliefs and values," she shows that she is "subject to change given
the variety of audiences within the discursive world of the academy."
For Mortensen and Kirsch, dialogic authority is a model of authority that has its
origins in the notion of ethic of care, as opposed to an ethic of dominance, and thus it is
feminist identified. They might call Jenae's text feminist because she takes care to
demonstrate the purpose of a college education as a matter of dialogue between herself
and academic and personal communities. Authority of context, as I've related to it so far,
has its origins in the notion of varied truth. I claim that Jenae assumes authority of
context to make appeal to a varied, contextual truth. Nonetheless, like dialogic authority,
authority of context is concerned with demonstrating shared authority, a non-monologic

~------
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discourse. In this sense, authority of context shares feminist ideology with Mortensen
and Kirsch's dialogic authority.
Since I continue to define authority of context as something the writer assumes to
demonstrate a contextual, varied truth, the term might most strongly echo postmodern
theory.
Postmodernism is, above all, a response to our increased awareness of the great
diversity in human cultures, a diversity that calls into question the possibility of
any 'universal' or 'privileged' perspective and that thus values the juxtaposition ·
of different perspectives and different voices and the contemplation of
connections rather than subordinated structure of ideas that achieves a unified
voice and a conclusive perspective. (Cooper quoted in Samuels 1)

In emphasizing the contextual, varied nature of the issue, Jenae resists a "unified voice"
or "conclusive perspective." Jenae seems to value the different perspective and voices
that surround the question, as opposed to a single, definitive answer-not the truth, but a
conversation of truths. By assuming authority of context, then, Jenae has in many ways
taken steps toward writing a postmodern text.
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Chapter 10
AUTHORITY OF SELF (i.e. A CONVERSATION)
If a student writer doesn't assume authority of context with authority of
convention to try and persuade their reader, then, according to my theoretical model, they
assume authority of self. Again, their assumption of this contingent model of authority in
unison with authority of convention could depend on a lot of things: personal choice,
concept of academic discourse, the writing assignment or instructor curriculum, and
institutional curriculum, etc. And again, the best way to understand authority of self is to
think about how the writer represents oneself and their text. As opposed to representing
oneself as collector of, their text a collection site for, the various contexts of a particular
issue(authority of context), the writer assuming authority of self represents oneself and
their text as possessing and articulating the definitive answer or perspective on an issue.
Consequently, student writers using authority of self usually try to persuade their
audience to partake in a single, definitive truth.
For an applied definition of authority of self, consider this introductory paragraph
written by another student in the same Basic Writing course I instructed:
What is the purpose of a college education?
The purpose of a college education may have a different purpose for everyone.
Everyone's ideas on it may or may not be the same. Authors Richard Rodriguez and Paulo Freire
have very different views on this topic. The purpose of a college education amounts to five things
in today's society. A college education may lead to a successful career, a chance to find yourself
and what your interested in, make it easier to get a job, and to learn and become well educated.

At first, it seems that this writer, Sarah, is going to answer the question on the prompt
similarly to Jenae: "The purpose of a college education may have a different purpose for
everyone. Everyone's ideas on it may or may not be the same. Authors Richard
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Rodriguez and Paulo Freire have very different views on this topic." But, Sarah uses

these statements to funnel down to her essential statement: "The purpose of a college
education amounts to five things in today's society." This one sentence represents a
significant difference between models of authority assumed by Jenae and Sarah. By
stating definitively that the purpose of a college education amounts to five specific things
(career, chance to find yourself, etc.), Sarah seems to view herself (reasons for this
abound) as a definer, her essay as representing the definition of the purpose of a college
education. As opposed to Jenae, Sarah is more concerned with answering the question on
the prompt than she is exploring the nature of the question itself. This, then, is a
statement of truth, rather than an assembly or collection of truths.
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Chapter 11

NOTE ON STUDENT SAMPLES
Since Jenae and Sarah were my students, I have intimate knowledge of why they
constructed their persuasive analyses the way they did. First, consider the assignment
prompt:
Essay #3: The Purpose of a College Education
We've read two essays about education, "Chapter 2" from Pedagogy of the Oppressed by
Paulo Freire, and "The Achievement of Desire" by Richard Rodriguez. We discussed Freire's
work in terms of its examination of two opposing models of education, the "banking" model and
the "problem-posing" model. Rodriguez, on the other hand, seems to primarily analyze the degree
to which education should transform a person, the degree to which education should separate a
person from their home/cultural environment, especially in the case of children of immigrant
families like him. When we consider the question What is the purpose ofa college education?
with regard to the philosophies of both Freire and Rodriguez, I think we find the two authors in
agreement and conflict at once. Now, it's your turn. I want you to answer the question, What
is the purpose of a college education? The essay must be 4-5 pages, and you must use Freire
and Rodriguez (can use personal experience) to support your position or claim.

Clearly, Sarah followed the assignment better than Jenae. That is, not only does the
assignment ask student writers to answer the question, I continually backed this up during
class, saying things like, "I want you to come out and say what you think the purpose is,"
and, "You need to decide, for this essay, what the purpose of a college education is; you
might not agree with your answer later, but I want you to come up with an answer."
When I wrote this prompt and described it like that, I was imagining essays like Sarah's.
Also, Sarah was a student who had a lot of trouble focusing her work, so this wasn't the
only essay for which I urged her toward a divided thesis format.
You might be wondering, given the way I wrote and described the assignment,
why Jenae's essay ended up the way it did-why I didn't urge her toward the kind of
individual authority (employment of authority of self) I did Sarah. I'm a little ashamed of
my answer. When I read Jenae's essay, it spoke to me on a theoretical level very much
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connected to this study, or this story. In other words, I said something to myself like,
"Wow, what a great example of authority of context," and I subconsciously decided to
leave the essay alone because it provided a moment of clarity with regard to something
that had caused, up until that point, mostly fogginess. Interestingly, this "lapse" was
completely inconsistent with my primary pedagogy at the time. For instance, I
constructed the assignment the way I did because I'd become nervous that my students,
until this point, hadn't produced enough "for-or-against" argument for what I'd become
convinced was a very "for-or-against-centered" assessment panel (Basic Writing students
at this institution must pass a panel portfolio assessment to move on to College
Composition). I was urging my students toward a model of authority such as that
assumed by Sarah because I thought it would be best for them. The way in which I dealt
with Jenae's essay, then, becomes even more selfish and shameful. Luckily, though,
these portfolios were composed of three essays and a cover letter, and Jenae passed the
assessment.
Prior to the assessment, another Basic Writing instructor and I met and shared
some of our students' work. Like myself, this instructor was worried that she had left the
rhetorical task in her assignments open to too many possibilities other than for-or-against
argument. I showed her Jenae's. She said that if Jenae was her student she'd tell her that
she didn't have an essay yet. She said she'd probably fail the essay.
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Chapter 12

AUTHORITY OF SELF (i.e. A CONVERSATION) RESUMED
Student writers assuming authority using discourse conventions-authority of
convention-would likely draw attention from scholars of academic discourse who work
in terms accommodation. The notion that student writers attempt to persuade by
representing themselves and their work as possessors of definitive response or truth
authority of self-would too.
Consider the writing sample by my student, Sarah, as one of accommodation . In
an otherwise tentative paragraph (she uses the word "may" in three out of five sentences),
Sarah states outright what the purpose of a college education is because both the
assignment and her instructor asked her to. In other words, whether she was comfortable
with it or not (the tentativeness would suggest the latter), Sarah was forced to
accommodate a model of authority in which she presented herself and her essay as
possessing the definitive answer to the question on the essay prompt. We are reminded
of Chase's definition of accommodation: "the process by which students learn to accept
conventions without necessarily questioning how those conventions privilege some forms
of knowledge at the expense of others" (14). Sarah, by assuming authority of self,
privileged an absolute form of knowledge over a tentative or conflicted form, that which
Jenae privileged.
In her essay, "From Mystery to Mastery," Kate Chanock puts the kind of
accommodation I suggest Sarah performs into terms of identity: "The aspect of identity I
want to focus on is one that most of our students have had drummed into them for a year
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before they start university, and will hear about, again, well into their first year. This is
the idea that university study is a passage from childhood to adulthood" (2). Chanock
contends that student writing difficulties stem from a "paradox" of identification:
students are expected to be mature, individual, and original, but at the same time this
originality has to fit within very tight boundaries of convention (2). "For example,
students are expected to write as experts, but are marked as novices" (1 ). Chanock, then,
might say that the student writer assuming authority of self, especially in the case of
Sarah, is caught between identities of originality and maturity-that which feels good or
right versus that which she perceives as probably good or right.
Rather than a matter of discourse accommodation, Lynch et al. might relate to
authority of self as a matter of rhetoric, specifically for-or-against argument. In
"Moments of Argument: Agonistic Inquiry and Confrontational Cooperation," Lynch et
al. claim: "As a profession, we have taken generations of students through the laws of
logic, the etiquette of dispute, and the lessons of preparedness only to receive in return
the same stale and flat arguments on the big issues ... In their writings, our students fall
easily into one of two camps: for and against" (390). Authority of self is certainly a
model of authority assumed by the student writer in a for-or-against argument, even one
where the counter argument has been considered. In attempting to persuade by
representing oneself and their work as possessors of definitive response or truth, the
student writer is simultaneously rejecting the possibility of truth being in other places.
As Lynch et al. put it:
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Wanting to have something to say and (desperately) needing to have something to
say in self-defense can be productive under certain circumstances. But when
arguments are entered into hastily, the complexity of the issues is often lost, and
with it (we might add) the basis for instructing important, higher level concepts
such as ideology, multiple subjectivity and contingent foundations. (410)
Lynch et al. may, then, attribute a student writer's attempt to persuade using authority of
self to the allure and expediency of apparent necessity to say something. The student
writer who assumes authority of self, in representing truth as possessed by them and their
work, places a certain higher value on an answer rather than a conversation of answers.
In their essay, Lynch et al. try to reconfigure argument as "a process in which
people struggle over interpretations together, deliberate on the nature of the issues that
face them, and articulate and rearticulate their positions in history, culture, and
circumstance" (392). Here, argument is defined as the demonstration of the contexts of
the issue rather than the superiority of one or the other sides; this is not a for-or-against
argument, and this is not argument by means of authority of self. This is argument using
something more like authority of context.
Authority of self is what Mortensen and Kirsch call "autonomous authority ...
something fixed and [something] writers or writing can possess ... [something] unified
and coherent" (322, 324). As an example of autonomous authority, they discuss the
accommodation model of authority, advanced by Bartholomae: "Bartholomae has
suggested that students entering the university must learn how to adopt voices of
institutional authority if they are to produce successful academic prose" (323). For
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Mortensen and Kirsch, the voice of the institution is something "fixed," academic prose
something "coherent," and thus the adoption of these as a means of establishing authority
is the adoption of something autonomous.
Looking back at Sarah's introductory paragraph, for which I've already associated
her employment of authority of self with accommodation, it isn't hard to see the model of
authority she assumed also as autonomous. For instance, in trying to adopt a particular
voice (definite, absolute), and articulating this voice through a particular prose
(declarative, even if mostly tentative), truth for Sarah is something that can be
"objectified" (Mortensen and Kirsch 322), something that, once appropriately assembled,
can stand on its own. While she will use other voices (the assignment requires her use of
Freire and Rodriguez), these voices will only be used to support and strengthen the
essential voice: hers. In this sense, with relation to Mortensen and Kirsch's notion of
autonomous authority, Sarah's doesn't represent herself or her work as dependent on
other voices or contexts and, thus, the model of authority is fixed, coherent and
something that can be isolated from other contexts.
Authority of self, as an autonomous authority, relates strongly to expressivist
theory. As Mortensen and Kirsch point out, "expressive theories of composing have
evolved in part out of attacks on the autonomous authority which current traditional
rhetorics sited solely in discourse" (327). In other words, expressivists took issue with
authority in writing being attributed to discourse, rather than the individual writer.
Mortensen and Kirsch cite Peter Elbow to demonstrate expressivist theory as it inherently
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rejects the authority-through-discourse model; what we also hear, I think, is an interesting
description of authority of self:
[Elbow] argues that 'everyone, however inexperienced or unskilled, has real voice
available; everyone can write with power.' Here 'voice' corresponds with self,
'power' with authority. Writers can claim authority if their writing has voice, and
if that voice allows readers' access to the writer's 'mind' and 'experience'. The
effect of Elbow's expressive approach is to create an autonomous self: a private
subjectivity defined, for better or worse, by how arresting a voice it can 'breathe'
into accounts oflived experience. (327-28)

If, as Mortensen and Kirsch suggest, Elbow offers "voice" as self, and "power" for
authority, the expressivist theory of authority is very much like that of authority of self in
that the writer who views oneself and their work as possessors of definitive response, or
truth, is very much like the writer who views their own experience and voice as powerful.
Another way of looking at the similarity between authority of self and expressivist
composition is this: the writer in each case relies on oneself and their own voice for
authority, or power, rather than other people, or other voices.
The one problem with comparing authority of self and the expressivist theory of
authority is the emphasis the latter puts on personal experience and discovery. As I've
said many times now, the writer attempting to persuade using authority of self represents
oneself and their work as possessing definitive response, or truth, but the expressivist
writer represents individual experience as possessing truth, which implies the
significance or influence of related contexts. In this sense, the expressivist theory of
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authority, while it shares the emphasis of individual power with authority of self, also

shares the emphasis on, what Mortensen and Kirsch call, "lived experience" (328) with
authority of context.
Much in the way I did the conversation on authority of context, I'd like to
conclude the conversation on authority of self by addressing my use of truth in its
definition and how this relates to modernist thinking. For a definition of modernism, first
consider this from James D. Williams:
More than a set of fixed ideas, modernism implies an attitude, a method of
thought. On a broad level, the attitude can be described as an abiding self
confidence in the steady progress of Western civilization ... The method of
thought in modernism is dominated by empiricism and rationalism, with special
status given to the scientific approach. (88-89)
Lester Faigley, quoted by Nancy Grimm, says this with regard to the
"persistence of modernist assumptions in composition teaching: Where
composition studies has proven least receptive to postmodern theory is in
surrendering its belief in the writer as an autonomous self, even at a time when
extensive group collaboration is practiced in many writing classrooms" (5).
Brodkey, in defining writing as a social act, says: "Modernism is not the way things are
but the way things appear to us because its metaphors prevail, its vocabulary is widely
known, and its ideology filters experience" (57). Each of these definitions of modernism,
as it relates to the composition classroom, suggest modernism as a way of thinking in
which truth is based on fixed assumptions. For instance, Williams claims that the
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assumptions are based in the fixed, mythological quality of "Western civilization."
Faigley, much like Mortensen and Kirsch, attributes them to "belief in the writer as an
autonomous self." Brodkey outright defines modernism as an illusion of truth, the
assumptions based on prominent metaphors and stable definitions, modernism then
becoming a reliable "filter" through which individual "experience" is categorized.
Drawing from these definitions, the student writer who attempts to persuade by assuming
authority of self-who represents oneself and their work as possessors of definitive
response, or truth-relies on this essential assumption: my experience and my thoughts
on an issue are different than and isolated from others'; therefore, my writing contains a
different, isolated truth. In this sense, all student writers assuming authority of self are
participating in modernist thought, creating modernist text.
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Chapter 13
CROSSOVER
So far, I've examined a student writer's assumption of one of the two contingent
models of authority as determined by or demonstrated in the introductory paragraph.
Jenae's introductory paragraph, I suggest, determines or demonstrates that she's assumed
authority of context; Sarah's determines or demonstrates assumption of authority of self,
but neither of these analyses continue into the body of the essay. Consequently, I'm
attributing assumption of either model of authority to the nature of the introductory
paragraph and, specifically, the thesis statement, or statement of focus; the obvious
problem with this is crossover. While Jenae, as I show, clearly begins by assuming
authority of context, can she shift to authority of self in the same essay, and what
influence does this have on the overall model of authority assumed? My answer to the
first part of that question tends to be, Yes, student writers do shift between models of

contingent authority throughout their essay. My answer to the second part of the
question really involves defining my study, or this story: While a writer can shift

between models of contingent authority throughout their essay, this study, or this story, is
based on the principal that the student writer's primary assumption of either contingent
authority-authority of context or authority ofself-is demonstrated in and determined
by the introductory paragraph. The main limitation of this analysis or coding principal is
that I'm suggesting something holistic-model of authority assumed by a writer-by
analyzing a very small percentage of their text, their introductory paragraph; let me
explain some of my reasoning behind this methodological decision.
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In my experience as an instructor and tutor of writing, students put as much
consideration into their introductory paragraph, specifically their thesis statement or
statement of focus, as they do any other section of their essay. Part of this, I think, has to
do with the way in which academic analysis is instructed: a form wherein student writers
must state their ideas in a thesis statement and topic sentences, and then show/support
these ideas. Since the thesis statement is usually instructed as articulating the writer's
main idea-what the whole essay is going to be about-and since it is usually instructed
as appearing in the introductory paragraph, this part of the essay tends to be instructed as
determining much of the essay. In other words, the introductory paragraph receives a
proportionately high degree of consideration because, as academic analysis is instructed,
so much rides on it.

If student writers tend to treat the introductory paragraph as determining much
about their essay, it's an appropriate place to look for an indication of the model of
authority assumed. Again, I'm concerned with a model of authority assumed by the
writer, not the degree to which they carry it out. If the introductory paragraph contains
the writer's essential aim, it likely contains indication of how they want to articulate this
aim. With regard to my study or story, then, the introductory paragraph is treated as
representative of their assumption of one of the two models of contingent authority.
Still, the issue of crossover remains: can a student, even in just the introductory
paragraph, use both authority of context and authority of self at the same time? Going
back to the initial definitions of each model, I will describe how they cannot. A student
writer either represents oneself as a collector, their text as a collection site, for various
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contexts of the issue (authority of context), or they represent oneself and their text as the
possessor of autonomous ideas on the issue (authority of self). Once a student
approaches an issue as contextual, they can't approach it as autonomous. Similarly, once
a student approaches an issue as autonomous, they can't approach it as contextual.
Mortensen and Kirsch, with regard to dialogic authority and its necessary ethic of care,
make a similar claim regarding the impossibility of crossover: "[U]nlike authority, care
can never be fully autonomous, autonomous care being essentially narcissism" (330).
Once a writer has committed to practicing an ethic of care, autonomous authority is
impossible because focus has been turned to the importance of others. Likewise, once a
writer has committed to contextual truth, autonomous or individual truth is impossible
because truth has already been configured as plural. Once a student has committed to
truth as being possessed by oneself and their text, while they might show it along side
other truths, they've made it impossible to represent or emphasize truth as being
contextual.
Something to keep in mind is that authority of self and authority of context are

models of authority assumed by the writer. In other words, authority in this essay, or
story, is a matter of representation, a rhetorical model assumed. Since the writer is
always attempting to persuade, the writer is like a speaker on a stage before an audience
and, thus, is in an inherently authoritative position. I'm suggesting, then, that the writer
uses this inherent authority to represent their analysis by treating it first conventionally
(authority of convention), but then either contextually or autonomously. It's true, even if
a writer advances their ideas as contextual, the ideas are theirs-constructed and
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advanced by them-but consider how they're advancing it through a model based on
context rather than self; truth, here, is represented as contextual and varied. If a writer
advances their ideas as autonomous, but they engage one way or another with outside
sources, the contextual nature of their position is implied; however, consider how, first
and foremost, the writer has represented their ideas as their own, truth as stable and
autonomous.
If a student writer assumes one of the two models of contingent authority
(represents their ideas as either contextual or autonomous) in the introductory paragraph,
some reasons why they do this (those addressed in this study, or story) are instructor and
institutional text, and instructor discourse. The issue of crossover is relevant to these
sites of analysis, too: can an instructor, through their texts and discourse, and can an
institution, through its texts, support persuasion by means of both authority of context
and authority of self? As opposed to the case of student texts, my answer to this question

is,Absolutely. As demonstrated by my experience with my Analytical/Argumentative
Story, an instructor can potentially favor a particular theory of persuasion but rely on
practice that doesn't necessarily support the theory. The purpose of my analysis of
instructor and institutional text and instructor discourse, though, isn't to point to
inconsistencies, but rather it is to suggest some reasons as to why student writers assume
one or the other models of contingent authority.
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Chapter 14

CURRICULUM
From this point on, as I analyze institutional and instructor text, as well as
instructor discourse and student text, my focus will be on College Composition at the
California State University. I collected all materials (curriculum, syllabi, assignment
sheets, tape-recordings of spoken discourse, and student texts) from various sections of
English IA: College Composition at one California State University.
Since this study addresses why a student writer assumes either authority of context
or authority of self in conjunction with authority of convention, analysis has to begin with
institutional curriculum, since curriculum determines to a large degree what an instructor
assigns in their classroom. At the State University where my research is based,
curriculum is composed of three institutional documents: the course description as it
appears in the course catalogue, a brief description of objectives and student outcomes as
they relate to the written communication area of general education requirements, and the
grading rubric; although these documents refer to the course, College Composition, in
very broad, general terms, I've found them, still, to be an appropriate place to show the
implicit nature of authority of convention and to show some possible reasons as to why
student writers assume either authority of context or authority of self.
First, I'd like to demonstrate the ways in which curriculum supports (or implies)
authority of convention. The first sentence of the institutional document, course
description of English IA: College Composition, reads, "Intensive writing that provides
students with practice in the kinds of challenging thinking, reading, and writing required
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in academic discourse." Some of the givens of academic discourse as determined by the

grading rubric are the following: a "clearly-focused controlling idea," citation of sources,
"clear and coherent organization," "supporting detail," "consistent control of grammar,
sentence variety, word choice, and conventions of standard written English." The general
education document provides its own description of academic discourse:
Area A-2 Written Communication Criteria ... Offers instruction in the
composition of expository essays, including: 1. the fundamentals of usage 2.
sentence structure, and 3. essay structure ... Students will: Compose meaningful
expository essays which utilize appropriate structure, development and usage.
[emphasis added]
From these documents, it's easy to see how authority of convention is implied for the
student writer of academic analysis. They would be penalized, if not failed, if they didn't
always assume authority of convention by "[utilizing] appropriate structure, development
and usage."
For the most part, I find the course description and general education documents
to be broad and inclusive, and thus they offer little indication of why instructors might
assign and, therefore, why students might assume either of the two models of contingent
authority to persuade. For instance, the first sentence of the course description describes
the work in the course as "[i]ntensive writing that provides students with practice in the
kinds of challenging thinking, reading, and writing required in academic discourse."
Since academic discourse isn't defined, it isn't determined which model of authority
student writers would be encouraged to use in order to persuade. In other words, if
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academic discourse was defined as for-and-against argument, I might conclude that the
institution encourages use of authority of self, and if it was defined as dialogue, I might
conclude that the institution encourages use of authority of context. Instead, academic
discourse is later defined as a "variety of rhetorical ... tasks"; this makes it the
instructor's job to decide which "rhetorical tasks" their students will likely confront after
College Composition, so the model of authority necessary for persuasion in their class is
largely up to the instructor. In the brief description of objectives in the written
communication area of general education, it states: "Upon completion of the General
Education Program requirements, students will be expected to: read, write and understand
relatively complex and sophisticated English prose." If the instructor defines "complex"
as showing the contextual nature of truth, then the instructor would likely encourage
authority of context as the appropriate model of authority for persuasion. If the
instructor, on the other hand, defines "sophisticated" as developing an individual,
autonomous truth, they would likely support authority of self. Based on my analysis of
these documents, I don't find either model of contingent authority to be favored as the
appropriate means of persuasion; they largely leave it up to the instructor.
The course description document does, however, bring in the issue of support, and
I want to briefly discuss "support" in terms of the models of contingent authority. The
document states, "Special attention [is] given to effective development and support of
ideas." Under the model authority of self, support is necessary in the sense that ideas are
being advanced as individual, autonomous truths; these need proof, or evidence. Under
the model authority of context, though, support is implied since ideas are being offered as
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part of a dialogue of ideas, and then I'm not sure it would even be called support. In the
model authority of context, context is the support. I'm not claiming that all institutional
and instructor texts that ask for support are assigning the use of authority of self to
persuade. At this point, I only mean to articulate how the student writer might approach
the element of support in their analysis based on whether they've assumed authority of
context or authority of self.
In my analysis, the final institutional document, the grading rubric, isn't as neutral
as the course and general education descriptions. Considering the distinctions between
the "A EXCELLENT" and "B STRONG" categories, there is emphasis on the
right/wrong, true/untrue qualities of discourse, which begins to approach the modernist
characteristics of authority of self. For a B, the student "[c]ites and analyzes relevant
sources, effectively integrating them into text when appropriate." For an A, though, the
student "[c ]ites and analyzes relevant sources and evaluates their validity, effectively
integrating them into text when appropriate [emphasis added]." Since the distinction of
"relevant" is already used in each item, we can safely assume that "validity" isn't stated
in terms of whether it's a valid piece of support for the student's ideas. If it's relevant,
it's a valid piece of support. The added phrase in the A category, "evaluates their
validity," then, suggests that the institution places higher value on student writing that
scrutinizes or demonstrates fallacy in other writing. I am not saying that all writing that
"evaluates [the] validity" of other writing is evident of the writer's assumption of
authority of self; it's a matter of emphasis. As a vital point of emphasis, one in fact that
distinguishes between an A and B paper, "evaluates their validity" seems to urge the
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instructor toward teaching and the student writer toward writing a kind of persuasion that
determines the wrongness or untruth of another writer in order to highlight their own
rightness, or their own truth. Going back to the discussion on argument involving Lynch

et al., all student writers persuading through argument don't necessarily use authority of
self. As Lynch et al. reconfigure it, argument can be "a process in which people struggle
over interpretations together" (392), which I call argument using authority of context;
however, I'm not sure the emphasis in this kind of argument would be on "validity." I'm
not sure Lynch et al., or the student writer who's built their argument by assuming
authority of context, is as concerned with the validity of other voices as much as they are
the various understandings that can been rendered out of them.

If the institution determines "evaluating the validity" of other voices to be a
higher order skill, I can't help to relate it to other distinctions between the A and B paper.
For instance, the A paper sets a "challenging task," while the B paper sets a "meaningful"
one. The A paper "demonstrates strong sense of purpose," while the B paper
"demonstrates [a] clear" one. If the student writer receiving the A must evaluate sources,
is a "strong sense of purpose," rather than a "clear" one, attributed to the writer's
distinction, even separation, of their own views from that of the source? And if this
distinction or separation is what the student writer needs to do to make an A, is this what
the institution means by "challenging?"
The grading rubric also addresses the issue of support. An A-paper provides
"compelling support," a B-paper provides "effective support," but while the C-paper just
manages to "provide support," the D-paper fails to. Again, if support is meant as
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something like evidence, I would suggest that it's characteristic of authority of self. If
support is meant as something more like context, I would call reflective of authority of
context.
While I find support for authority of self in the grading rubric, I also find support
for authority of context. By comparing items in the A and B categories, I suggested ways
in which the grading rubric supports instruction and student-assumption of authority of
self. Using the same technique, I'll show its possible support for authority of context. In
the item addressing organization, the B-paper "[d]emonstrates a clear and coherent
organization, and makes connections between ideas." The A-paper [d]emonstrates
coherent and rhetorically sophisticated organization [and] makes effective connections
between ideas [emphases added]." Is writing that represents a single, stable truth, such as
for-or-against argument, "rhetorically sophisticated?" Are ideas "effectively" connected
when it's only in the interest of advancing the writer's argument, or in the interest of
making the writer right? Those who answer "no" to these questions see the possibility
that this institution, placing higher value on rhetorical sophistication and effective
connection of ideas, supports the instruction and composition of persuasion by means of
authority of context. There is a similar possibility revealed in the comparison between
the first items in the A and B categories. The B paper "[a]ddresses the assignment clearly
and analytically, setting a meaningful task," while the A paper "[a]ddresses the
assignment thoughtfully and analytically, setting a challenging task" [emphasis added].
Is it more thoughtful to consider your own voice as a part of all voices, and is it more
challenging to show this?
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It hasn't been my intention based on analysis of curriculum to conclude that
instructors are forced to instruct and, consequently, student writers are forced to write
persuasion by means of one of the two contingent models of authority. While I have
shown how both are possibly supported, it has been my primary goal in this analysis to
contemplate the context or the climate in which instructors develop their own curriculum.
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Chapter 15
THE CLASSROOM: AMBER
The next probable site of analysis in suggesting why student writers assume either
authority of context or authority of self would be instructor text, specifically assignment
· sheets. I collected more than fifty different assignment sheets from various instructors,
and, initially, I planned to analyze them all and quantify the results. In light of my own
experience with my Analytical Story, though, wherein I realized that there were
differences between how I thought of the assignment, how I'd written the assignment on
the assignment sheet, and how I described the assignment to my students, I decided that
analyzing assignment sheets out of context-apart from institutional curriculum, the
instructor's curriculum and the instructor's spoken discourse-wouldn't be valuable.
Consequently, I decided to observe instructors the day they handed out their assignment
sheet and tape record their descriptions of it. I also collected the syllabi of the instructors
I .observed. The result of this decision is that, rather than upwards of sixty different
assignment sheets, I will analyze three, but this analysis will approach the assignment
sheet as a document in context, a document dependent on other factors for meaning. In
terms of suggesting why a student writer assumes one of the contingent authorities based
on an assignment sheet, I think it's appropriate to consider as many of the influencing
factors as possible.
As I begin to analyze instructor text and discourse in order to suggest why student
writers assume either of the contingent authorities, I'll simultaneously begin analysis of
how students do this. For each of the classes I collected a syllabus, assignment sheet and
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oral description of assignment sheet, I also collected a number of student texts-the

essays written in response to the assignment sheets. For a sequence, I will analyze
instructor material first, suggesting whether either model of contingent authority is
supported, or required; then, I will analyze the essays and suggest which model the
student writers assume, and how they do this.
The first classroom is Amber's.
Under the heading, or title, of Amber's syllabus, English IA-College
Composition, it reads, "Becoming a Social Participant." In the "Course Overview," there
is a corresponding emphasis on the social nature of writing and knowledge. The first two
sentences read," Welcome to our English IA classroom community! For the next fifteen
weeks we will be working as a class to interpret, discuss and write about the ways social
interactions-written and oral--define our ideas, and society as a whole." In the second
paragraph of "Course Overview," Amber reveals that her class will be part of a Service
Learning project, a letter correspondence with a sixth-grade class in a local elementary
school; she says it's "designed to enhance social awareness and educational
interconnectedness." Later, under a description of "Readings, Presentations and
Journals," Amber says, "As we have discussed, this class is developed around the
principal of creating a community of writers, educators, and thinkers." In light of these
statements of course philosophy, the heavy emphasis on the "social" and "communal"
nature of knowledge as represented in writing, Amber's syllabus brings to mind
Mortensen and Kirsch's ethic of care-writing as a force for community, understanding
and connectedness. Based on the statements of philosophy in this document, I'm inclined
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to see authority of context as a means of persuasion as strongly supported. Amber
appears to interpret academic discourse as dialogue, thus persuasion as accomplished by
showing this dialogue.
When I consider Amber's "Descriptions of Major Assignments," I notice the
same emphasis on writing as being social and communal, but I also notice an emerging
model of authority in which emphasis on the configuration of the self is essential to this
community, in which supporting an individual position is essential to engaging in
discourse. For instance, describing the "Origin of Ideas Essay," Amber says,
This semester we will be strengthening our understanding of the public nature of
writing. Before we delve into the discourse community outside ourselves it is
best to understand where our own ideas originate. Knowledge of our own state of
being avails us to take a more objective stance when discussing highly debatable
topics (which we will be doing on a regu1ar basis!) This is a reflective paper, but
each statement must be supported by examples.
The assignment is introduced as one that will "[strengthen] ... understanding of the
public nature of writing"; the assignment, therefore, in terms of general philosophy, is
consistent thus far with philosophies stated in, for instance, the "Course Overview." But
when students are asked to contemplate where their ideas come from, where they
originate, ideas are simultaneously treated as detachable from their context, detachable
from the public. In other words, if it's "best" to understand where our ideas come from
before "delv[ing] into the discourse community" because "knowledge of our own state of
being avails us to take a more objective stance," does this treat ideas as autonomous?
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Does this distinguish the self from context (authority of self)? On the other hand, if the
student writer was to work at understanding the origin of their ideas as they delve into the

discourse community, does this bring idea and community, self and context together
(authority of context)? In terms of the theoretical approach to authority in this
assignment, while there is the statement concerning the "public nature of writing," there
are also statements that suggest configuring the self as essential to this public discourse.
While authority is represented as contextual, it is also-maybe primarily-represented as
located in the self.

In terms of the form of the assignment, it is discussed in only one sentence: "This
is a reflective paper, but each statement must be supported by examples." In light of the
theoretical treatment of the assignment, I see an emerging model of authority in this one
sentence that emphasizes the development of an individual position. The theoretical
description states the importance of taking an "objective stance when discussing highly
debatable topics." There is also an importance placed on "[k]nowledge of our own state
of being." Given the theoretical importance of the self in this assignment, I tend to
interpret the act of "reflection," here, as something aimed at defining the self in isolation,
thus making a "statement" as emphasizing this self through individual position rather
than emphasizing the self as a product of dialogue. Support, in this case, becomes
something like evidence or proof. Do statements that are made as part of a context, part
of a discussion, necessarily need support, or do they simply need to be shown in that
context, or in that discussion? Yes, this is a kind of support, but given the student
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writer's perception of oneself as collector, their text a collection site, would you call it
support, or would you just call it context?
With the assignment for which I analyzed student-texts, "Letter to the Editor," I

find strong theoretical support of a social, communal model of authority. Amber's
spoken, theoretical descriptions of "Letter to the Editor" were very much based in
community and conversation: "This essay leads us even further into the social participant
aspect of our class since we are going to reach out to our community." On the
argumentative nature of the assignment Amber said, "argumentative discourse is
basically always a conversation; it's people entering into a conversation about a topic."
She described this conversation as potentially containing both agreement and
disagreement.
When Amber started to describe the "Letter to the Editor" paper in terms of form,
or structure, she repeatedly brought up the "they say/I say" model; she called it the basic
premise to take into argument. The "they say/I say" model, in my estimation, can support
either of the models of contingent authority. In other words, if "they say/I say" is used to
emphasize "I say," authority of self is supported. If it's used to emphasize "we say," then
there is a tendency toward authority of context. It's important to recognize that since all
writing (as I'm treating it) is an attempt to persuade, there is an implicit "I say" in all
writing; however, student writers, for whatever reasons, assume either an authority of
context or self to say "I say." Student writers write the text and try to persuade their
audience to partake in their analytic view, but do they do this primarily by emphasizing
the contextual or individual nature of their ideas/views? With Amber's use of the "they
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say/I say" model, it's hard to determine how she's interpreting it; it helps to think back to
Lynch et al.: Is this "competitive" or "collaborative" argument, or both (391)? When
Amber said, in reference to the ''they say/I say" model, that they (her students) are
"adding to the conversation," I hear collaborative, but when she encouraged her students
to "locate something to build [their] own argument off of ... [to] strengthen [their] own
argument," I hear competitive. As Lynch et al. put it, "We need to see [argument] not
just as a matter of winning or losing but as a way to connect with others which may lead
to change, not only in the world but also in ourselves" (411 ). The approach to argument
emphasized by Lynch et al., here, seems to involve the ability to be both right and wrong.
Emphasis of individual voice, or the self, is more likely to make appeal to being right
because it's only in light of other contexts that we can become wrong. The question
regarding Amber's oral description of the assignment, then, is: Is this an argument
wherein her students are encouraged to be right, or both right and wrong? It's hard to
answer that before analyzing the assignment sheet and student texts.
In contrast to Amber's spoken discourse, the assignment sheet, "Letter to the
Editor," makes very little if any appeal to a model of authority involving community and
conversation. Here is the introduction to the assignment, "Letter to the Editor," as it
appears on the assignment sheet:
Letter to the Editor
At this point in the semester you have learned research methods, analytical skills, and multiple
modes of effective communication. We have read and discussed numerous essays regarding
personal experiences and public beliefs. As a class we have recognized that the most influential
opinions are supported by research, knowledge and/or experience. Your expanded understanding
of the roles of writing and language play in society has prepared you to enter the discourse
community of public opinion.
For the last major assignment of the semester you will be writing a letter in response to an
editorial printed in the [newspaper] within the last two weeks. You may agree or disagree with the
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opinion presented in the newspaper. Your letter must show an understanding of the issue and use
an appropriate mode of discourse to support your opinion. You must directly critique sentences
within the editorial (this can be positive or negative) and draw them in to your own argument.

Under the grading criteria, Amber states that ''the limited length [200 words] will require
a focused argument," that the "assignment will be evaluated according to coherence,
communication, argumentation and an overall understanding of the issue"; thus,
"research will account for [half] of your grade[, which] will be evaluated based on an
annotated bibliography." As Amber states it, everything that they've done so far has
prepared them (her students) to enter into ''the discourse community of public opinion."
This discourse community could be defined the way Lynch et al. do, "a process in which
people struggle over interpretations together" (392), but Amber describes it more in terms
of for-or-against argument: "You may agree or disagree with the opinion presented in the
newspaper. Your letter must show an understanding of the issue and use an appropriate
mode of discourse to support your opinion." As with the description of the "Origin of
Ideas" essay, there is a structural/formal emphasis on emphasizing individual position:
''the most influential opinions are supported by research, knowledge and/or experience."
Here, opinion is conflated with influence, which seems to emphasize the goal of
argument as being right. In the model of argument suggested by Lynch et al., or
argument through authority of context, are we primarily concerned with presenting our
own opinion as influential or right, or are we equally concerned with showing that
opinion in context with others', how it can be shown as both right and wrong?
I analyzed sixteen student texts-sixteen letters to the editor-and in my
estimation fifteen did more-or-less what the assignment asks them to: "show an
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· understanding of the issue ... [and] agree or disagree with the opinion presented in the
newspaper." Amber also assigns her students to "use an appropriate mode of discourse to
support [their] opinion," but in light of the main assignment description and the student
responses to the assignment, the "appropriate mode of discourse" is primarily for-or
against argument. Consider this concluding sentence in response to an editorial refuting
youth life prison-sentences: "Juveniles should not be an exception when it comes to
serving time, they committed a crime and should, just like every other criminal, pay for
it." Prior to this, the writer highlights the issue of whether youth life-sentences are
constitutional, but this is done in counter-argument format: "To some, life without the
possibility of parole may seem like an 'unconstitutional' punishment for juveniles, but
the fact that these juveniles committed crimes ... " This student text, titled "Domino
Effect," "show[s] an understanding" of the opposition, and it clearly disagrees "with the
opinion presented in the newspaper.
"Domino Effect" also is presented as possessing a definitive answer to or truth on
the issue of youth life-sentences; thus, the student writer presents herself also as
possessing this answer or truth. "Domino Effect" is among the fifteen student texts that,
as I said, met the assignment, but it is also one of fifteen student texts that reflects a
student writer assuming authority of self in order to persuade. I can't show all of these
texts, but I'd like to show four of the arguments in order to further demonstrate student
writers assuming authority of self:
1) The [transportation department] needs to find new ways to help their financial
problem instead of overcharging patrons and deterring future riders.
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2) It's more logical for society to accept stem cell research and use the embryos
than simply toss them away ... The scientists trying to find cures

for the

sicknesses of our world are not murderers.
3) For [the transportation department] not to charge people for using this
valuable land is truly a wasted opportunity.
4) Despite the tattoo craze that is currently taking place, it is in the officers' best
interest and the civilians they serve, to cover their tattoos.
Are these competitive or collaborative arguments? Is the model of authority assumed by
these writers autonomous or dialogic? These writers have themselves either pitted in
disagreement or in firm agreement with the views presented in an editorial, which
suggests something of a competitive discourse. These writers also present themselves
and their text as possessing a stable, fixed truth, which suggests autonomous. In other
words, these writers appear to be more concerned with establishing a truth rather than a
conversation of truths, a clear and definite answer rather than a dialogue of answers.
As for the one remaining essay, while it shows understanding of the issue, it
doesn't clearly agree or disagree with an editorial. In other words, the student writer
doesn't make a strong for-or-against argument; he does, however, attempt to persuade his
audience, and he employs authority of context to do this. One of the primary
characteristics of this essay that demonstrates its employment of authority of context is its
treatment of truth: the writer doesn't emphasize his ideas as a truth but instead as a
possible truth; therefore, rather than representing himself and his text as possessing a
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single, definitive answer, he represents himself as the raiser of questions, his text as a
collection of possibilities:
To the editor, Fonner White House Press Secretary Scott McClellan's newly released quote offers
little more than a tease to those following the Valerie Plame C.I.A. leak case. When Plame's
identity was first released, McClellan began speaking to the press. He said those involved in the
cover up would be fired. As the case developed further, however, he began refusing to answer any
questions pertaining to the case. He drew a curtain around the issue under the blanket statement,
"we will not comment on an ongoing investigation." Now, after leaving office, he suggests that
five top U.S. officials were "involved" in the case. Could their involvement have been the reason
why McClellan refused to answer questions? Perhaps his superiors forced him to remain silent on
the issue because they were in fact guilty ofrevealing the identity of a covert CJ.A. operative.
With the release of his new quote, one has to wonder whether those responsible will be held
accountable for their actions. Perhaps his memoir will finally expose the truth and allow the
public to get to the bottom of this cover up.

First, it's important to identify what the writer is trying to persuade his audience of: There

is likely a correlation between McClellan's inconsistencies on the "Valerie Plame CIA.
leak case" and pressure from "top US. officials"; the writer, himself, never says this,
though. He lets the context-his research-say it-what's happened and things
McClellan has said. In other words, in order to persuade, the writer chooses to represent
himself as collector rather than a possessor, his text as a collection of possibilities rather
than possessing the only possibility. For instance, he could've said something like, It's
so obvious that top US. officials had McClellan on a string, which is so typical of this

administration, but instead he raises questions, even if they are rhetorical. Instead, he
gives a potential argument, and ultimately he places truth in another text, the upcoming
memoir.
It's easy to view the rhetorical questions and mention of the memoir by this writer
as reflective of firm beliefs. In other words, you might doubt whether this writer is
genuinely inquiring and, instead, is actually stating a firm position; however, this
question is based more on epistemology, rather than authority, of context. With authority
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of context, the point is that he chose to represent his ideas-he chose to persuade-by
taking truth off himself and his text and placing it in some contexts surrounding the issue:
a couple possibilities as to why McClellan seems to be covering up, the memoir. Since
the student writer of academic analysis is always attempting to persuade, they assume
authority of context as much through representation, or rhetoric, as they do belief. In
fact, the epistemology of context-the actual belief in a contextual truth-can vary in
degrees behind the authority of context. For instance, while this writer's questions in this
essay seem to be classic, argumentative, rhetorical questions, and his mention of the
memoir feels satiric, we can't know the degree to which he's asking them in earnest. In
my estimation, this student writer is at least to some degree considering a few
possibilities as to why McClellan seems to be "[drawing] a curtain around the issue," so
his position isn't fixed. Again, consider what he didn't say: It's so obvious that top US.

oficials had McClellan on a string, which is so typical of this administration. Consider
that out of the four concluding sentences, one is a question, two start with the word
"Perhaps," and one contains the inquiry, "one has to wonder." And, perhaps most
importantly, consider the fact that the writer does concede his own ability to reach a truth
on the matter by mentioning the memoir in the last sentence.
An interesting question, one my research wasn't designed to answer, is: Was this

essay viewed by Amber, the instructor, as a 'focused argument?" In other words, was
this essay viewed as meeting the assignment requirements-"agree or disagree with the
opinion ... show an understanding of the issue?" Like I said earlier, it shows
understanding of the issue more than it agrees or disagrees; consequently, since it's not
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primarily concerned with a for-or-against argument, it shows a different kind of
"understanding," that which suggests a less-fixed version of the issue. As Lynch et al.
put it, "Students have learned to argue vigorously and even angrily, but not think about
alternatives ... or reconsider the position they began with" (390). This writer doesn't
argue "vigorously," and he at least considers alternatives. In terms of its lack of
agreement/disagreement, it may not (bringing in rubric language) "evaluate validity" in
the sense of making a claim on whether the editorial was fallacious, but it certainly
generates discussion around its validity.
With regard to why fifteen out of sixteen students attempted to persuade by
assuming authority of self, analysis of Amber's syllabus, spoken discourse, and
assignment sheet has led me to a few conclusions. One conclusion, given my own
instructional experiences that guided me toward this study-the experiences that
generated my interest in telling this story-is maybe the most obvious and easiest one:
While Amber enjoys the idea of writing as a "social," "conversational" act, she still has a
habit of knowing persuasion and thus instructs it as being represented as an individual
act, wherein the student writer's ideas are demonstrated as detached or "objectified" from
context, wherein the student writer's ideas are ultimately in some kind of competition
with the ideas of others. My evidence for this conclusion would be the strong
theoretical/philosophical emphasis Amber places on the "social," "communal" and
"public" nature of knowledge as represented in writing, contrasted with the structural
emphasis she places on configuration of the self, "objectivity," agreeing or disagreeing
and the ways in which these make "support" more like evidence than context. For
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instance, when describing the "Letter to the Editor" assignment, Amber said,
"[A]rgumentative discourse is basically always a conversation; it's people entering into a
conversation about a topic." Considering the fifteen of sixteen essays, do the letters to
the editor strike you as writing that reflects conversation, or do they sound more like
"fighting words" (Tompkins)? Do these letter strike you as writing that represents the
social or individual nature of knowledge?
Amber's student's pervasive employment of authority of self may be attributable
to her habit of knowing and thus instructing persuasion as representative of the self.
Another conclusion is that Amber consciously conflates or relates "conversation" with
the writer's configuration of the self. For Amber, it may be that as long as a student
writer engages other voices, no matter how, that writer is engaged in a conversational,
social model of writing, that all texts are part of a conversation regardless of how they
demonstrate it. Amber might contend that context is always implied. For instance, when
her student writes, "For [the transportation department] not to charge people for using
this valuable land is truly a wasted opportunity," it's implied that they arrived at this
through contexts of research and experience. Why do we need to explicitly show this?
My answer to this question gets back to authority as representation in writing, particularly
a student writer's assumption of a model of authority to represent their analytical views:

While knowledge is social, how students represent this knowledge in academic analysis
reflects where they place authority, either in the self or context. So, while I agree that all
writing is part of a larger conversation, that a student writer's ideas on transportation or
stem cell research have obviously come about from research and experience, I also

r'
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believe that the writer, depending on the model of authority they've assumed, represents
these ideas either as a product of the self or a product of context.
Finally, with regard to why fifteen out of sixteen student writers assumed
authority of self in order to persuade, we can't disregard the rhetorical situation, Letter to
the Editor. Editorials are well known for their opinionated, argumentative discourse, as
are the letters in response. The student writers whose work I analyzed, therefore, wrote
their letters much in a manner of accommodation and appropriation. In other words, in
accommodating and appropriating a civic discourse well known for its opinionated,
argumentative nature, these student writers assumed a model of authority appropriate to
the rhetorical situation.
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Chapter 16
ANOTHER CLASSROOM: SONIA
In contrast to Amber, Sonia provides very little theoretical discussion of writing
and no description of her assignments in her syllabus. The little theoretical discussion
Sonia does provide comes in a short paragraph under the heading, "Course Description &
Objectives." In terms of a model of authority students writers might assume in order to
persuade, there is emphasis on accommodation and appropriation:
Writing within the community of the university and for this particular audience
requires us to know and use certain kinds of writing strategies. However, we
cannot know for sure all of the writing situations that we may face, either within
the university or outside of it. Therefore, we will not only discuss the features of
academic writing but also how we can identify the expectations and limitations of
the various writing situations we may encounter.
According to this description of academic writing, students are "required" to know
"certain kinds of writing strategies" to satisfy "audience." I'm assuming, then, that
according to Sonia student writers effectively persuade by accommodating and
appropriating a given discourse. With regard to why student writers assume a particular
model of authority, Sonia suggests that community largely determines this. In other
words, if the discourse community places high value on writing that assumes authority of
self, student writers will and should assume this model. In terms of the degree to which
student writers place authority on the self or context, it depends on either how Sonia or
the student defines university discourse. As I stated in analysis of the course description
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in the chapter on curriculum, if academic discourse isn't defined, it isn't determined
which model of authority student writers would be encouraged to use in order to
persuade; therefore, since there isn't any indication in Sonia's syllabus as to whether the
academic discourse community values more highly persuasion by means of the self or
context, there isn't any indication as to which of the two models of contingent authority
might be supported or assigned to students in this course.
The assignment I analyzed in Sonia's class is called "The Academic Discourse
Community." Since she read the assignment sheet aloud in class, explained and
discussed it with her students as she read it, I will consider both Sonia's text-the
assignment sheet-and her spoken discourse simultaneously. As with Amber's
assignment, I'll discuss Sonia's assignment both in terms of its theoretical approach and
its approach to structure or form. Given the theme of writing "within" the university
discourse community, I will also look for Sonia to define the expectations of this
community as they relate to the model of authority student writers should assume.
The first descriptor on the assignment sheet comes in two short paragraphs under
the heading, "Assignment." Again, there is strong emphasis placed on understanding the
conventions of a discourse community as a means of producing effective or persuasive
writing within this community, what Sonia calls "rhetorical awareness": "As a discourse
community, academia has its own conventions for language use. Consequently, although
it is important for all writers to have a strong sense of rhetorical awareness, it is
especially so for so for student academic writers." Sonia added to this in class by saying,
"This is a very difficult community to write for." As far as a particular model of
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authority assumed by the writer, this theoretical description still encourages a strong
accommodation and appropriation model. In terms of whether authority is assumed in
relation to the self or context, it's still dependent on the how the demands of the academic
discourse community are defined.
While the first paragraph under "Assignment," approaches the assignment
primarily from a theoretical perspective, the second paragraph gets more into form and
purpose:
"Write an essay that explores and analyzes the academic discourse
community. As with all of our assignments this semester, you will be required to

come up with your own angle and purpose for this paper. For instance, you may
want to compare the conventions of academic discourse with another type of
discourse for a certain purpose. You may decide to argue against the strict
discourse conventions of academia. You may argue that academic discourse is
becoming a hybrid discourse. You may explain the difficulties for students
communicating in this complicated and fragmented discourse community. You
could even make an argument about the benefit of alternative discourses in the
academy [emphases added].
Sonia gives "argument" for three out of five examples of academic discourse, but this
isn't evidence that she configures academic discourse primarily as argument because she
also gives "explanation" and "comparison." As Sonia, for the first time in my sequence
of analysis, describes academic discourse and suggests which model of authority she
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wants her students to assume, she does so using a few different possibilities.

In

class, Sonia brought up what she called the "three reading rules" to elaborate on form:
Remember our three reading rules that we talked about? Comprehension,
connections and application ... So, when you're writing this essay for me you've
got to prove me that you can do these three things. You've got to prove to me
that you comprehend and understand what the academic discourse community is
all about and how it works. You've got to make some connections between things
we talked about in class and things we've read, right, with this, and you've got to
have something to say about all this. Don't just tell me what it is, and how it
relates, but give me something ... tell me something for some purpose.
Still, Sonia refrains from (perhaps because she doesn't believe in) defining academic
discourse in any way that suggests a model of authority based in either the self or context.
Even though the students are assigned to demonstrate understanding of "what the
academic discourse community is all about and how it works," they need to do so "for
some purpose," which, based on the list of examples quoted in the previous paragraph,
could be achieved many different ways. As opposed to Amber, who assigned the purpose
of arguing either in agreement or disagreement, Sonia leaves purpose up to her students.
Sonia states on the assignment sheet under the heading "Purpose" that she wants her
students to ask themselves, "What am I trying to get my audience to do, understand,
believe, or know and why?" Amber seemed to place emphasis on configuring the self to
achieve argumentative purpose. Sonia, in leaving purpose up to her students, also does
so with the means assumed or employed to achieve this purpose (i.e. model of authority).
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The paragraph under the heading, "Audience: Who would care about this topic
and why?" on the assignment sheet remains consistent with the open definition of
academic discourse:
Your audience for this assignment will be an established member of the
academic discourse community ... Remember, because this is a particular

audience, you will need to be aware of this essay as a rhetorical situation: pay
close attention to your voice, content and the conventions you use to
communicate with this particular audience. In other words, what kinds of
rhetorical strategies will they find convincing?
Since all student writers attempt to persuade their audience to partake in their analytic
view, I don't find "convincing" to suggest any more than this. In other words, there
hasn't been any indication up until this point to suggest that, by "convincing," Sonia
means superior, or uncontestable, or right. This is different from my analysis of Amber's
assignment, where what I determined to be an emerging theoretical emphasis on the
configuration of the self led me to interpret words such as "reflective" and "support" as
representative of individual position. Again, Sonia places constant emphasis on
rhetorical awareness as a means of authority-understanding the discourse expected by
the audience and producing a successful approximation of that discourse--so I have no
reason to take "convincing" to mean anything other than persuasive.
When discussion of how to respond to texts in the essay came up, Sonia came as
close as ever to supporting one of the contingent models of authority. One student
wanted to know if they needed to summarize the assigned texts:
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Demonstrate your ability to respond to texts ... to have something to say back to
these articles. So you're really using these articles as a foundation ... you've got
to imagine that you and [Robin] Tolmach and [Paul Kei] Matsuda and ...
whatever, David Bartholomae all went out to Denny's one night and were sitting
there, chillin' and talking about academic discourse [uproarious laughter].
In terms of suggestion of a model of authority to persuade based on either the self or
context, this is very conversational, very dialogue-based discourse; thus, the description
suggests that Sonia is at least open to a model of authority such as authority of context.
Not long after this, a student asked [I have to paraphrase because my tape-recording
didn't get good quality on students' voices], How are we as students supposed to write
something convincing about academic discourse to people who are so much more aware
of/versed in it? Sonia, consistent with her theoretical emphasis on authority through
approximation, replied, "I think you are showing rhetorical awareness by realizing the
difficulty of the task."
From analysis of her syllabus, assignment sheet and spoken discourse, Sonia has
shown me-given her steadfast commitment to leaving the definition of academic
discourse open-that she supports any number of models of authority, certainly both
authority of context and authority of self. In other words, the model of authority the
student writer assumes in order to effectively persuade in Sonia's class depends on how
the student writer interprets the criteria or demands of the academic discourse
community. This makes analysis of student texts interesting in that, based on the model
of authority assumed, it would suggest student writers' general interpretation (somewhat
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independent of the instructor's) of the necessary means of persuasion in the college
setting.
Out of twenty total essays responding to the prompt, "Write an essay that explores
and analyzes the academic discourse community," one student writer argued that
textbook authors should do a better job easing students into academic discourse, while
eight student writers argued that either instructors or academic institutions should do a
better job being transparent about and guiding students toward proficient use of academic
discourse. These are some theses, or statements of focus, that demonstrate this response:
1) I believe that English professors should help students understand the academic
discourse community, adapt to each sub community, and help students know
when to change to a new discourse.
2) It is ludicrous for teachers to expect students to be able to write in all the
different styles they are required to and get everything correct.
3) As a professor, students should be able to rely on you for help but we are
often found left in the dark.
4) I encourage all professors to guide students into their respective field of
discipline, it would not only solidify the academic discourse of every field but
it would strengthen the university as a whole.
These four students, along with the four others I didn't quote, approached the tasks of
"exploring" and "analyzing" by arguing their own truth, their own answer, in a manner
both competitive and autonomous. Clearly for these writers, the opportunity to "analyze"
and "explore" academic discourse served as opportunity to criticize or argue against it.
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In terms of a definition of academic discourse, which Sonia seems to leave up to the
students, these eight students approximated it as a discourse in which it is necessary to
assume a model of authority wherein truth is related to the self: instructors and
institutions should or need to do a better job for student writing to be better as a whole.

In addition to the nine arguments above, another five made the argument that
academic institutions should broaden their definition of academic discourse in order to
accommodate more diverse student-populations. Another two made the argument that
students need to become more rhetorically aware; these seven essays, in terms of a model
of authority based in either the self or context, are like the nine above: when given the
chance to "analyze" or "explore" the academic discourse community, they chose a
competitive discourse in which stating an individual, autonomous position was most
important. All sixteen of these writers then, as opposed to representing themselves as
collectors and their texts as collections sites, represent themselves and their texts as
possessors-possessors of a single truth, an answer to the academic discourse community
"problem."
Out of the four remaining essays, one made no detectable claim, or demonstrated
no clear focus, and the remaining three treated academic discourse community more as a
subject than a problem; correspondingly, a model of authority was assumed in which
truth and persuasion were located in context. Here are the theses, or statements of focus,
from the three essays in which I determined authority of context was assumed:
1) Academic discourse changes significantly for everyone from the time
kindergarten starts to the time grad school is reached.
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2) The "Academes" language as you might know is not something students are

simply born with, but something that can be learned and adopted after years of
training by professors of higher learning.
3) When talking about academic discourse communities many things pop up.
You can be placed in certain academic communities depending on the type of
language or subjects you are studying.
These student writers all have a common interest in approaching "analysis" and
"exploration" of the academic discourse community in a manner of dialogue between
contexts, rather than in a manner of individual position. Each of them basically state that,
depending on the context, academic discourse is a set of conventions that changes. This
is very different from the position that, based on the changing nature of the discourse,
instructors and institutions need to or should change/do a better job. These three writers,
much like my student Jenae, attempt to persuade by placing truth in the contextual or
varied nature of the issue: "The purpose of a college education varies upon the
individual" (Jenae)/academic discourse depends on the stage or type of schooling you're
in; this (the latter) isn't a writer primarily representing oneself and the text as possessor
of definitive answer. It's a writer primarily representing oneself as collector, their text as
collection site for contexts and perspectives that surround the topic, academic discourse
community. Answer is a dialogue, a varied and fluid thing, rather than something fixed
and autonomous.
Based on my body of research, since Sonia placed so much emphasis on an
accommodation/appropriation model of authority without clearly defining the discourse
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to be accommodated/appropriated, it's hard for me to attribute why student writers
assumed one of the two models of contingent authority to instructor-text or spoken
discourse. Student writers, in writing an essay about the academic discourse community,
demonstrated what they consider to be

an appropriate approximation of that discourse.

Sixteen out of twenty student writers in Sonia's class, then, approximate academic
discourse as one in which persuasion is achieved by representing themselves and their
text as possessing a stable, definite answer or truth. Only three of Sonia's students
approximated academic discourse as one in which persuasion is achieved by representing
themselves as collectors, their texts as collections sites for various answers or contextual
truth. Rather than suggest a correlation between these statistics and the instructor, which
I did in the case of Amber's classroom, I can only make some predictions as to why
student writers in Sonia's class mostly approximated academic discourse as a discourse in
which the assumption of authority of self is necessary to persuade.
First, based on my analysis of Sonia's classroom, it would seem that student
writers in College Composition generally perceive (sixteen out of twenty) their job as
writing argumentative analysis in which, to persuade, it is most effective to assume
authority of self. Since student writers have access to the grading rubric, maybe they
largely interpret some of the distinctions between an A and B paper the way I did: the
stronger paper "evaluates ... validity." In the case of "The Academic Discourse
Community" essay, maybe Sonia's students perceived the evaluation of instructors and
the institution as most effective. Along these lines, maybe these student writers have
been rewarded in the past for analysis that evaluates validity, argues an individual
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position, as opposed to writing that explores context and generates discussion around
validity; maybe this kind of writing, as I brought up in analysis of Amber's student's
texts, isn't generally viewed as focused or organized.
The problem with the prior conclusion is it suggests that student writers make

their decisions based on what would earn them the better grade. Given the topic, I think
it's possible that students couldn't help but take a self-protective approach: This
academic discourse stuff is hard, and the expectations on us to produce it seem unrealistic
sometimes, so teachers and administrators should keep that in mind. Another possibility
is that Sonia, at some other point in the semester, defined academic discourse as
competitive and, therefore, the most effective means of appropriation is that by which the
writer represents oneself and their texts as possessing definitive answer or truth. Again, I
only looked at two instructor-texts, and I only observed the class one evening.
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Chapter 17

SOME CONCLUSIONS
Let me start by discussing those things which my study, or this story, does for
sure. This story describes three models of authority student writers in College
Composition assume to persuade, and it shows how student writers do this. In other
words, under self-appointed obligation to define and grab the term, authority, I've
developed a coherent theory: the three models of authority. Also, I think I've adequately
shown how a student writer assumes the implicit authority, authority of convention, and
one of the two contingent models of authority, authority of self or authority of context.
What my study, or this story, doesn't do is come to a single, stable conclusion as
to why students assume one of the contingent models of authority. In the case of
Amber's classroom, I suggest that it was a case similar to my Analytical/Argumentative
Story, in which the instructor enjoys the idea of a more dialogic form of analysis, but has
a habit of knowing and therefore instructing analysis that depends on configuration of the
self and an autonomous position. On the other hand, I suggest that Amber's notion of a
"social" model of writing-the social nature of knowledge as represented in academic
analysis-is different from mine. While my authority of context involves the explicit
representation of the contextual nature of ideas and truth, Amber's authority of context
may hold these as implicit. I also mentioned that the rhetorical situation, Letter to the
Editor, may have naturally caused the appropriation of an argumentative model of
authority based on individual position. By analyzing institutional curriculum, I gain the
ability to suggest a correlation between Amber's emphasis on individual position and
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institutional emphasis on evaluating validity, but without interviews with Amber and a
broader view of her class, this correlation can only be suggested.

In Sonia's class, the question of why the majority of her students chose to

persuade by assuming authority of self could not be attributed to the instructor at all.
Given Sonia's emphasis on an accommodation/appropriation model of authority without
clearly defining the discourse to be accommodated/appropriated, her students'
assumption of one of the two contingent models was an apparent reflection of the
students' own approximation of academic discourse. Based on this, I suggested that
students generally do approximate academic discourse as one in which authority of self is
necessary to persuade, but, as with Amber's class, I recognized the possibility that the
rhetorical situation (analyze academic discourse) naturally caused arguments based on
individual feelings (self-defense) and experience. I also think that Sonia could've been
more explicit about the nature of academic discourse at some other point during the
semester, but without having interviewed her and her students, this isn't determinable.
The only conclusions I can come to at the end of this story are reflections or
shadows of that which I've shown--:iust silhouettes of things somebody else (maybe
myself at a later time) can research and fill in: How do College Composition instructors
interpret institutional curriculum in terms of a model of authority student writers should
assume to persuade, and to what degree are they influenced by this? Do instructors
instruct academic analysis in which one of the contingent models of authority is
supported throughout the entire semester, or does it vary? To what degree are student
writers' assumption of one of the contingent models of authority based on the grading
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rubric, or the rhetorical situation, or their approximation of academic discourse? With

regard to the model of authority necessary to persuade, how do student writers
approximate academic discourse, and why? Whether or not they're being assigned to
persuade via authority of self or authority of context, are we appropriately training
beginning college composition students for future writing tasks?
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Chapter 18
INSTRUCTOR, STUDENT, AND SO ON ...
After my experience with the Analytical Story, I was determined to assign my
students an essay in which they felt truly encouraged to persuade by means of a rhetorical
structure other than individual, argumentative claim, means such as inquiry or dialogue.
There was only one more major writing assignment left that semester, and I'd already
determined it to be the research essay. One of my colleagues-my office mate at the
time-had been talking about how she was going to leave her research assignment open
to be developed by the students. She talked about how she'd discuss the rhetorical
triangle with them so they could develop their own audience and purpose. While she had
her own reasons for doing this, I couldn't help but imagine the open research assignment
as a means to my own purpose: assigning an essay in which claim to individual authority
was an option, but not required.
My assignment sheet was titled, The Research Story. The first sentence
describing the assignment reads: "Design your own; generally speaking, this means
you'll determine your own broad research topic, specific research topic, line of inquiry
into this topic, and audience." Under the heading "Focus" I say, "[Y}our line of inquiry,
whether it assigns the rhetorical task of12.roving a theory, or answering a question, or
arguing a position, or exposing a debate or discussion, needs to drive your essay. "

Under the heading "Development" I say,
[R]esearch writing needs to present multiple perspectives on an issue; this
doesn't necessarily mean perspectives on either side of an issue, but multiple
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perspectives. So, ifyou choose not to give the other side (if there is one) or your
specific research topic, you will need to present multiple perspectives ofjust the
one side.
Under "Audience-Awareness" I say,

"you 're determining your own audience and the

way in which you will affect or make new knowledge for this audience. "

In terms of my spoken discourse on this assignment, I stuck steadfastly to the "line of
inquiry" and "audience" principals: all your decisions are determined by two things, your
line of inquiry into your topic and the rhetorical task this creates, and the audience you've
chosen and the way in which you've decided to affect this audience.
While I think I did a better job at assigning something more open this time
around, I still see an emphasis on the configuration of the self as a means of authority.
For instance, the rhetorical tasks I list all suggest something of an individual position:

proving, answering, arguing and exposing. If I were to write this assignment sheet now,
I might get rid of proving, answering and exposing, and I might add converse or discuss,
look at or show, demonstrate and ask. There are places, though, where I encourage a
model of authority that has the potential to be interpreted as more contextual and varied;
the emphasis on "multiple perspectives" under "Development" and the emphasis on
choosing how you want to "affect your audience" are examples of these.
For whatever reason, either my previous instructional emphasis on individual
authority as a means of persuasion, or student-interpretation of my assignment sheet, or
student-interpretation of academic discourse, fourteen out of fifteen essays I collected
from my students assumed authority of self to persuade: "A movement toward internet
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based advertisement is necessary to improve efficiency in the transaction between
producer and consumer"; "[C]igarettes should be banned from society"; "It was a good
thing for the United States to get involved with Somalia; etc."
I designed The Research Story partially for my own research, that which I'd
begun to collect for this Master's thesis; however, since this was right around the time I'd
attended the writing centers conference, I figured that the majority of the assignment
sheets I'd collect from various instructors would support an individual model of
authority. I figured that my Research Story, given its emphasis on having the students
create their own purpose and the means by which they meet this purpose, would
demonstrate the difference in student writing that's produced in response to a different
kind of assignment sheet. I thought, if given the option, students would assume a more
exploratory and less argumentative rhetorical model, a model of authority less committed
to the self as expert and, rather, more inclined toward personal views as being just pieces
of a larger web of views. Obviously, I was wrong.
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Chapter 19
HUSBAND, FATHER, SON, AND SO ON ...
During the time it took me to write this story, I added one thought to my clipboard
that hangs on the brass hook: When you 're writing to show varied truth, your ideas

across contexts of other people's ideas, the pressure to be right is off; the question you
ask yourself isn't, Does it work?; rather, the question you ask yourself is, Have I shown
everything I can? Enough perspectives and enough context to call it representative of
truth?
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